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SUNMABY 

Tb« purpocM of ihlo r«t««rcb prograa tf«r« to «stMid or dovolop «nal/tleal 
■•tbodi for dotominiag rotor bl*d« aoroolAHtlo •UbUlty llalti aad to 
porfom itAbllity csloulatiou ovor • raac« of dotlfn «ad oporatiof vwl- 
»blw for •rtleulatol «ad ooaartioulAtod ooBflcuratiou. Tb« usofulaoot of 
■laplor «Mljrtleal Mrtbod« VM lovotttgatod by eoaparlBC rotultt with op«r- 
•tiag bouadarle« from tb« aoro «Uborato analytlt. 

Xa tb« part of tb« iavaatUatloa prM«ot«d la tbli volua«, a slapl« «aargy 
balaao« Mtbod for d«t«nüalac atatle atablllty va« uaad to «valuat« rotor 
blad« tortloaal dlv«rg«ae« bouadari««, aad a sat of blad« daelga obartf 1^9 
gaaaratad. To eoapara tb« r«fulta of tbia slapl« aaalytlt vitb a «or« r«- 
flaad Mtbod. aad to iavaatifat« tb« «ff«cts of paraB«t«ra aot laeludad la 
tb« slapl« B«tbod, otbor ealoulatloas war« aad« vltb tb« aaUadad loraal 
Noda Traaalaet Aaalyala. 

Oaa typ« of practical rotor blad« oporatiag boundary li daflaad by p«ak-to- 
paak tortloaal atraat. Tba static toraloaal dlv«rc«ae« ■lability boundary 
usually approxlaataa tbia practical oparatiag Halt, as varlflad by tb« 
loraal Nod« Traaalaat Aaalysls calculation». Tbis approalaatioa la valid 
for aa laportant nuabar of blad« paraastara. 

Ibis part of tba lavastUatioa is iatroduoad with a daacriptloa of tba tor- 
aioaal dlvargaae« ooacapt as it appllas to rotorcraft blades. Tba coadaasad 
davslopaaat of tb« slapl« «eargy balance «athod is given. Tba uaifora blad« 
daaiga Charta ar« tb« result of tb« application of tbis aatbod. Tba uaifora 
blades treated ia tba charts are of arbitrary else, control aystea flexibil- 
ity« aerodynaalc root cutout, aad sectioa c«nt«r-of-cravlty location. The 
reeults of additional calculatioaa vitb tba siaple aetbod for nonunlfona 
bladea are alao giveo graphically. Tba indepeadent effects cf oonunlfom 
blade chord, toraioaal stiffnees, and inertia are sbowa, vitb iaartial 
effects reflected by tbe use of tbe natural torslonal vlbratioa aode as an 
aasuacd dlvergenc« aode. Tbe Independent effects of nonunifora lift-curve 
slope cauaed by Mach nuaber, pitch-flap coupling, and nonartlculatioa are 
presented in slallar fashion, loraal Node Transient Analysis calculatioaa 
for verification of tbe siapler analysis include Investigations of tbe 
effects of aoaarticulation, reduced air density, control systea flexibility, 
aft ceater-of-gravlty position, aad pitch-flap coupling on articulated 
blades. Tbe effects of gyro feedback coupling 00 nonartlculated bladea are 
also presented. Discussioa of tbe results of tbis part Include« tbe signif- 
icance of tbe idealised torslonal divergence pareaetere, tbe relative effacts 
00 toraioaal divergence of the various paraaeters, aad peraissible analyt- 
ical assuaptlona useful in t** calculation of tbe toraioaal divergence 
stability boundary. 

Recomended preliminary deelgn procedurea. Incorporating the Charta gen- 
ereted for tbia volume are given for the rapid definition of blades with 
adequate torslonal stiffness. 

m 



Th« iBVMtlfttloB prM nt»d la this VOIIM it part of a gtMrtl iiu^jr of 
rotor blido Mroolootl. iMtobllltlti. which is ooatalMd la flvt TOIUBM. 
Tb« vork VM porforMd uador Coocroet DA kUl77-ANC-3S?(T) with tbo U. 8. 
ktwy Avlttloa Notoriol UborotorUt, POrt Eusii», Vlrflolo.   Tb« 
VM aooltorod for USAAVlABe by Mr. Jooopb NoOonroy. 

Tb« rotor blod« tortloo«! dlvvrfone« «Mljsli, doolfa chart«, «ad dlseus- 
IIOM in tbli volua« «r« tb« result of work doa« «t Sikorsky Aircraft by 
Mr. Cbarlos F. Rl«b«nc« «ad «t tb« Uoltsd Aircraft R««««rcb Uboratorl«« 
by Mr. H. L. Elaaa. 

Volta« I of this roport coatala« tb« d«v«lopB«Bt of tbt dirr«r«atlal aqua- 
tioaa of aotioo of an «l«stic rotor Mad« with cbordvU« aast uabalaac«. 

Volua« XZ pr«s«au « lla«arift«d discr««t atiautb elasoieal fluttar aaalyaia 
for rotor blad«^ vltb «a spproprUtt pariMtar varlatloa study, a caaparlooo 
with tost d«t«, aad a coaparlsoa with roault« caloulat«d by uslaf tb« aathod 
of Volua« I. 

Volua« III d««crlb«« • stall fluttar «aalysl« baaad oa tb« caloulatloa of 
aorodyasaic vork for a cyel« of blad« toraloaal vlbratloa.   IVo-dlaaaaioaal 
uastoady airfoil t««t data w«r« u««d la tb« «valuatloa of tb« ««rodyoaalc 
vork.   Tb« aaalysis vaa uaad to jaaarat« stall flutter bouadariaa. 

Volua« V prassata tb« results of « study of flapplac aad couplad flap-lac 
Icstablllty.   Tb« results of « paraaatrlc study based oa a Simla rtagraa of 
freadra flapplag or flatwise baadit^   aaalyais are presented.    Coaparisoa« 
«r« aad« vitb results froa tb« «or« «Uborat« aetbod of Volua« I.    Th« re- 
sults obt«lo«d by us lag th« aathod of Volua« I to d«t«raiaa the couplad 
flap-la« response of « rotor to « auab«r of sudden control cbaagaa «re pre- 
sented. 
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tff blade azimuth angle, positive In direction of rotation 
from downwind, rad or deg 

00,      first torsional natural frequency divided by rotor 
rotational frequency 
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Qm, first fUtvlt« b«odl^ utural frtquraey divldtd by rotor 
rotational froquooey 

w,, ,     uncoupled natural fr«qu«oey of ( )lh adctvltt vibratory 
■odo, rud/aao 

w», ,     uneoupl«d natural frvquoncy of ( )th flatvit« vibratory 
■od«, r«d/i«c 

wg ,     uneouplod natural frequency of ( )th torolonal vibratory 
■od«, r«d/sae 

0       rotor nnfular voloclty« rnd/aoc 

SUKiCHIPTf 

i-O     indicatM nxis •yatM uadar coosidaration, a« dafiaad 
in VOIUM 1 of this rsport 

C/«      indieatss quantity svsluatsd at 21% chord 

K/a      indieatas quantity «vsluatsd at 75S chord 

o       danotas a knovn discrsst sat of valuss, as ussd in Eq. (118) 

eg       indieatss quantity avsluntad at local chordviss cantar of 
gravity 

c«       indieatas quantity partsininc to tha blada countarvoight 

so       indieatas quantity «vsluatsd st clastic axis 

'0       indieatss flap daapar or quantity «vsluatsd at flap 
dsapar sttsctaaant point as appropriats 

•. • .m    flstviss aod« subscripts 

l.r.h    torsion»! aod« subscripts 

LO       indiemts« Isg daapcr or quantity «vnluatad at lag 
daapvr attaehaant point •■ appropriat« 

pa       indicates pushrod or quantity evaluatsd st pushrod 
sttsctaent point as appropriate 

P.P."    edgevii« sods subscripts (BSXIBUB valus ■ i) 

f ' 0     indicates quantity evaluated at 7 « 0 

«.y,I     indicates quantity evaluated in ■  ( y    ore 
direction as defined in Voluae I of this report 
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'(»•»(»•'n     iadicatM quantity «vftluAtad In    >        ,  y or x 
direction of (   ) Mit tyntM •• d«flo«d in Volua« Z of 
this report 

ynflt ■ 0 Indlcnto« quantity rrnlunUd nt  yW{fl ■ 0 

DOIVATIV1 ■OTATIM 

dC )/tfr IndicntM dorl.ntlv« of (    ) with ropcct to r 

(    )' indlcntM dorivntiv« of (    ) with rotpoct to f 

(   ) IndicntM dorivntiv« of (    ) with rotpnct to t 

(   ) indicnton dnrivntiv« of (    ) with rotpnct to i       (i.n., * ) 

(    ) indicnton vector qunntity 

(   ) indicntnn qunntity nondiaonnioonliMd through tbo uao 
of fnetorn» **     •    «o   » nnd 0 
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IWTRODUCTIOil 

On« of the basic aeroelastlc inveitlgationa applying to fixed vines i« the 
tortional divergence analysis, for cases where the center of pressure is 
ahead of the elastic axis. The central concept is the presence of an aero- 
dynsaic torsional couple on the wing, vhich increases linearly with angle 
of attack and vhich therefore varies in similar fashion as the ving tvints. 
These couples, vhich are opposed by an elastic restoring torque, increase 
with the square of the forvard velocity for a given angle of attack. In 
such a case, the aerodynamic couple is proportional to the square of the 
spaed and linear vlth the tvisting deformation, while elastic resisting 
couple is proportional to the tvisting deformation alone. It is clear 
that a velocity vill exist for vhich an increment in the aerodynamic tvist- 
ing couple is equal to the corresponding increment of elastic resisting 
couple for any arbitrary deflection. This is Known as the torsional diver- 
gence speed. Below this speed, the elastic resistance to an increment in 
torsional deflection vill be greater than the corresponding aerodynamic 
couple, and the deflection vill find its equilibrium value. Above it, the 
increment in elastic resistance vill be less than the increment in the 
aerodynamic couple, and the simple divergence theory predicts a continuous 
growth in deflection. It should be noted in passing that the divergence 
•peed may be either larger or smaller than the classical flutter speed. 

The above concept of a torsional divergence for a fixed ving led to an 
examination of similar situations existing for helicopter rotors. Obvioutfy, 
the velocity distribution on a helicopter rotor varies along the span and 
is rapidly and continuously changing. Hence, the static stability analysis 
for torsional divergence applies only to an instantaneous condition. In 
fact, the torsional divergence situation for a helicopter rotor blade 
usually develops on the retreating blade for advance ratios greater than 
unity. The blade is then traveling backvards (sharp edge first) through 
the air for part of each revolution, and the aerodynamic center moves close 
to vhat ii» normally the 751 chord position. This produces a large tor- 
sional moment arm about the blade elastic axis and center-of-gravity posi- 
tion at or near the 25%  chord position. Hence, torsional divergence vill 
be encountered for the retreating blade even though the relative velocity 
is comparatively lov. 

A more detailed description of the theoretical approach to the torsional 
divergence calculations vill follow later. However, a definition of tor- 
sional divergence can be given at this point. In terms of theory, the 
torsional divergence boundary is that set of flight conditions where blade 
static aeroelastic stability in torsion is Just satisfied at either the 
advancing or retreating blade positions. The practical effect of exceeding 
this boundary has been found to be a steep rise in blade torsional vibra- 
tory stress levels. 



In this volume of the report, the flight conditions for torsionsi diver- 
gence have been examined extensively« and useful design charts have been 
prepared. These critical flight conditions have also been examined with 
the auch more rigorous extended Normal Mode Transient Analysis, which 
provides solutions for the flexible blade equations of motion. It is gen- 
erally verified that the torsional divergence analysis fulfills its pur- 
pose, which is the definition of potentially troublesome flight conditions 
which should be avoided or investigated further. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND DISCUSSIOM OF TORSIOKAL DIVERQEgCB AMALY8I8 

Rotor blades on high speed helicopters can experience torslonal divergence 
as discussed earlier. One essential difference between helicopter blade 
and fixed v/ing torsional divergence is the role played by the center-of- 
gravlty location.  For a fixed wing, the torsional moment causing the 
divergence is the lift force Increment multiplied by the distance between 
the aerodynamic center of pressure and the elastic axis. For articulated 
rotor blades, and nonarticulated rotor blades of conventional stiffness, 
most of the resistance to blade vertical deflection is supplied by centri- 
fugal force component? rather than by elastic forces. For this reason, 
the torsional moment causing the torsional divergence of a rotor blade of 
conventional stiffnest; is very nearly the lift force increment multiplied 
by the distance between the aerodynamic center of pressure and the center 
of gravity. On a blade of conventional stiffness, the distance between 
the elastic axis and the aerodynamic center will have very little effect 
on the torsional divergence speed. 

In the case of nonarticulated rotor blades which are to be stopped in 
flight, the torsional divergence mechanism is more like that for fixed 
wings. As the rotor angular velocity, is decreased, the blade vertical 
r-f Iffness due to centrifugal effects diminishes, and the vertical elastic 
forces must resist a larger portion of the vertical loads on the blade. 
If the rotor is stopped, the basic torsional divergence mechanism is the 
same as that for a fixed wing. It should be noted that the combined 
effects of centrifugal and elastic stiffness are considered in the non- 
articulated blade torsional divergence analysis to be presented later. 

As explained above, the torsional moment which causes blade torsional 
divergence arises because the lift forces on the blade are not coincident 
with the center of centrifugal and elastic forces resisting the vertical 
deflection of the blade. In order for the moment to produce a potentially 
unstable mechanism, the moment must cause the blade angle of attack to 
become greater when the lift force becomes greater. This condition is 
obtained when the aerodynamic center of pressure is forward of the center 
of the effective centrifugal and elastic forces resisting vertical motion 
of the blade. If the aerodynamic center of pressure is aft of the center 
of effective vertical resistance, torsional divergence cannot occur, since 
an increase in lift will result in a blade torsional deflection which will 
decrease the angle of attack. 

It is instructive to examine the conditions for which a conventional blade 
can encounter the stable and unstable situations Just described.  If the 
blade center of gravity, aerodynamic center of pressure, and elastic axis 
are at the 25%  chord position, "o torsional divergence is possible on an 
advancing blade, since the aerodynamic center of pressure coincides with 
the center of vertical resistance.  If the center of gravity is ahead of 
the 25%  chord position, the moment produced by a lift increment is stat- 
ically stabilizing. In this case, the blade on the advancing side of the 
rotor will tend to twist so as to reduce the lift increment due to a gust 
or a control movement. If, on the other hand, the center of gravity is 



aft of the 25ff chord position, the moment produced by a lift increment is 
potentially unstable for the advancing blade. As pointed out earlier, the 
relative position of the elastic axis with respect to the aerodynamic 
center has a similar but much weaker effect for the conventional rotor 
blade. Thus the usual rotor blade configuration will be Immune to tor- 
sional divergence on the advancing side of the rotor. This is not true, 
however, for a blade on the retreating side of the rotor when the advance 
ratio is high enough to produce reverse flow over most of the blade. In 
the reverse flow region, the blade is traveling through the air backwards, 
and the aerodynamic center of pressure moves to the position which is 
usually referred to as the 13%  chord position. Since the blade center of 
gravity and elastic axis remain at the 25%  chord position, the distance 
between the aerodynamic center of pressure and the center of the effective 
blade vertical stiffness is 50%  of the chord, This produces a potential 
static instability, which fortunately is mitigated by the lower dynamic 
pressures on the retreating blade. It should be noted that for the re- 
treating blade, moving the center of gravity towards the normal trailing 
edge decreases the unstable tendency, since it is then closer to the actual 
aerodynamic center. The opposite effect is produced by moving the center 
of gravity forward towards the normal leading edge. 

As mentioned in the previous discussion, the usual rotor blade configura- 
tion will experience static torsion&l divergence only in a region of re- 
verse flow. A single degree of freedom analysis is adequate for a study 
of the effect of torsional stiffness on torsional divegence of an artic- 
ulated blade with this normal configuration. In order to evaluate the 
effects of pitch-flap coupling and nonarticulatlon with arbitrary center 
of gravity location, a two-degree-of-freedom analysis is required, and 
was therefore used in this investigation. 

The general approach followed in this analysis is the development of two 
equations of static stability involving one torsional and one flapping, 
or flatwise bending, degre? of freedom. The determinant of these two 
homogeneous equations is evaluated. A zero value for this determinant 
indicates that the blade is operating on the boundary between a statically 
stable and a statically unstable regime. Operation of the rotor in a 
flight condition beyond this static stability boundary does not imply that 
blade deflections will increase indefinitely, since the condition will 
generally exist over only a portion of the rotor disc. The amplitude of 
the blade deflections is affected not only by the extent and severity of 
the statically unstable region, but also by blade inertia, damping, and 
blade motions upon entry into the unstable region. Therefore, the results 
of an analysis of the type presented here serve principally to Indicate 
those flight conditions which are potentially troublesome from the stand- 
point of adequate blade torsional stiffness end which should be analyzed 
in further detail. 

Inclusion of chordwise mass unbalance for nonarticulated blades and pitch- 
flap coupling effects requires consideration of blade deflection out of 
the plane of rotation as well as blade torsional deflections about the 
elastic axis. It was assumed that the first natural torsional vibration 
mode and the rigid flapping mode would adequately represent the deflections 



of articulated rotors. It vai further assuaed that the first torsion and 
flatwise bending modes would represent the deflection of nonartlculated 
rotors. The total torslonal spring coefficient was obtained froa the 
blade equations of motion presented in Volume I of this report. A list of 
the principal simplifying assumptions made to arrive at the equations used 
here is given below: 

1. All dynamic terms are neglected. 

2. All edgewise and lag terms are neglected« as are the terms 
Involving flatwise and torslonal modal amplitudes other 
than the first. 

3. For articulated rotors, the flatwise bending amplitude 
is zero; for nonartlculated rotors, the blade is rigidly 
cantilevered at the root. 

b. The lift force is the only aerodynamic force. It is 
described by means of a linearized lift-curve slope, 
which is the same absolute magnitude in both conven- 
tional and reverse incompressible flows. When desired, 
compressibility effects can be accounted for by the 
Prandtl-Glauert correction, which is applied to both 
conventional and reverse flow. 

5« Only steady-state aerodynamics are considered and the 
aerodynanlc center of pressure is located at the 25% 
chord for conventional flow or at the 75? chord for 
reverse flow. 

6. The resultant section velocity is equal to the tangential 
velocity component. 

7. Terms involving collective or cyclic pitch, blade pre-twlst, 
preconing and second and higher products of modal amplitudes 
are neglected. 

8. Blade angles of attack remain small in forward flow and are 
close to 180° in reverse flow. 

The equations of static stability were developed by applying the assump- 
tions mentioned above to modal equations, used in the Normal Mode Transient 
Analysis of Volume I. These modal equations arise by effectively setting 
the virtual work done by the aerodynamic loads and centrifugal effects 
equal to the change in strain energy during a virtual displacement of the 
assumed modes. This consideration of energy terms gives rise to the 
description of the static stability analysis as an "energy method". 



Tbt d«v«lopBtnt of th« «aalysis will begin wlth th« modal «quatlons glvei 
la VOIUB« X. Th« «quatloM needed ere the fletvlee bending model «quetlor«, 
the torcionel model equation, end the flep angle model equation. In Volume 
I these appear es Iqs. (80), (89)» end (91) respectively. For convenience, 
they ere reproduced below es Eqs. (1), (2), end (3). Many of the terms in 
these equetions rrom Volume I ere eliminated herein, since they do not per- 
tain to the static divergence concept. Some terms will be used fur the 
divergence enelysis of both articulated and nonarticuleted bledes, while 
others will be eppliceble to erticuleted bledes only, or to nonerticuleted 
bledee only. The specific reesons for deleting the verious terms will be 
given. Volume I« of course, gives a more complete discussion of the model 
equetions. 

The fletwlee bending model equetion from Volume I or this report is 

0 • 
0 
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Th« tortlonal aodal •quAtioo fro« Volua« I of thlf rtport is 
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The flap angle equation frco Volume I of this report Is 
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The modal coMtants    C,       throufh     C,,*       are defined in Appendix IV of 
Voiuae I.    They are reproduced below f^r convenience 
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Tb« nondlamialOMl Mrodynasic tvittlof «omcnt     (*«)«,        and th« non- 
dla«Mlonal «erodynaalc fbaarlng force  (S*)|. appear In th« above 
«quatlona, and ar« pertinent to th« static divergence analjrtit.    Th« ex- 
pr«gilon« for th««« quantitio« ar« given «s Eqs. ilUl) and (lU6) in Volume 
I of this r«port.    They ar« reproduced below as Iqs.  (5M and ($5). 

♦*iocC (ifc)  [co,e (cico»^ ♦  Cd».n*) 

-sme /C|«in^ - cdcof^m 

(5M 

(55) 

Th« anfl« •  is given by Eqs. U1*?) through UW) of Volume I. The 
■athasatical definition of •  is reproduced below as Eq. (56). 

®s   On* • **%***   -Butint   -   tonSjl+dtVo] 

♦ a,(f »f-075) ♦ öt (56) 

The angle ^  is the local angle between the place of rotor rotation and 
th« local resultant velocity vector, as shown in Figure 5 of Volume I. 

In accordance with assumptions 3 and 7 of this volume, which were given on 
page $ , Eq. (56) becomes 

® -   9c-£ton8s ,57) 

Mote that   8s      does not exist for the nonartlculated blade. 

In accordance with assumption 2, Eq.  (57) becomes 

® s   Xe, A«, " ß ton 8« • 5") 



Al in ricure 5 of Volume I, 

«r • ® ♦ ♦ (59) 

In accordance with asBuopUona li end 8, end through the use of Eq    ($8) 
and (59) 

(C|Cot^ ♦ Cdiif>^)    x    ofX^Qf, - f ton», +4) (go) 

it obtelned for conventional flrv.    For reverse flow, 

(Cf co«4 + Cjftin^)    «    -a{Yet<igt - 0ionbt * *-$) (fa) 

is obtelned in the saae way. 

When Eq.  (60) oi   (6l) is substituted in Eq.  (5M, th« expression for the 
nondinensional  flatwise aerodynamic shear force for conventional flow 
becomes 

(5Jl.   «   i {4$ t (iBr)1 o ( ^.q«, - 0 tonS, ♦ ♦ ) (65?) 

and 

(5Jf,    =   -i^C^ol^q^-^tonS,  ♦--♦) (63, 

for reverse flow. 

For conventional flow, and in accordance with assumptions ^ 5t and 8, 

Cwe^ s 0 (6M 

for reverse flow, 

Cnve,*   •   -C|/2 (65) 



Whtn Iq.  (60) and (61*) or (61) and (6$) «re used in Eq.  (55), and consid- 
tratlon it given to asiuaptiont 1, 5, and 7. the expression for the uon- 
dlaenslonal aerodynaaic twisting moaeut becomes 

*"•)«•  '   i W) { y-»^ C {UnT  0 (y«,fl#. - ß ton», ♦ ♦) } 

for conventional flow, and 

(«MS  •   i (flf) {t'dBr)2 f (^.Qa. - ^on8, ♦ . - ♦) 

In accordance with assumption 8, 

for conventional flow, and 

for reverse flow. 

(b6) 

(67) 

for reverse flow. 

Eq. (67) can be written in the following form by collecting terms. 

(69) 

ir-^ 3 tondr-^) = -$ (TO) 

U 



The expression for   Ut/flR     is given as Eq.   (139) of Volume I.    When all 
dynamic terns are eliminated in accordance with assumption 1, the follow- 
ing expression is obtained. 

- ß[viecoi9 +{Ve + y,olc/4)»inö] 

+ (wesinö - VeCosö)[-^(cosV/-8$in^)- X8/9 - yiojc/4coiöj 

- Ö'[ve8in0 + Weco8ö] /xcos^ (71) 

For this static divergence analysis, using assumptions 7 and 3, 

0=   -^tong, (72) 

d'--0 (73) 

When assumptions 2 and T are used on Eq.  (71)« considering Eqs.   (72) and 
(73), 

The expression for    Up/ilR    is given by Eq.   (lUo) of Volume I.    When all 
dynamic terms are eliminated in accordance with assumption 1, the follow- 
ing expression is obtained. 

Üfe  = M1*!*) " ^/3tcos^- Ssin^/) - /3[(Ve+ faKM)coie -^tinö] 

+ (Wecotö + Ve'sinö) [-^(cos^ - 8$in^) - X9/3 - yiojc^cotö] 

- ö,/xcos^(7ecos^-^8*in^) (T5) 

When assumptions  2 and 7» and Eqs.   (72)  and (73)  are employed wi-»,h Eq.   ^75), 
the following simplified expression for   Up/ilR    results. 

a£   =   Xs - fißcos* -^y,osc/, - M^tcos^ - y.ejc/«^ (76) 
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The terms containing  Vio»e/4   in Eq. (76) are small, and vlll be neg- 
lected in the remaining development. 

When Eq. (76) is used with Eqs. (69) and (70) and assumption 6 in Eqs. 
(62) and (63), the following expressions result. 

The expression for conventional flow is 

(*)«. ' ±(^M(&N>fc<*.-/3'°n*«) 

"KSR) °(xt-M/3co$V-/x^co8*)]       (77) 

The expression for reverse flow is 

(5^. 8 -i(^)c[(Ä)2o(yölqÄI-/3ton8,) 

'(SR) ^•"A^008^-A4^008'/')]      (78) 

When Eqs.  (69)»  (70), (76), and assumption 6 are used in Eqs.  (66) and 
(68), the following expressions result: 

The expression for conventional flow is 

+ Qlir)^« -fiißcoHl, -/xWe co$^)] (79) 

The expression for reverse flow is 

'(SRI^-'^^^-^^COS^)] (QO) 

The algebraic sign of Uj  as given by Eq. (7^) determines whether a 
particular blade section is 5n conventional or reverse flow.  If Uf >0 
the blade section is in conventional flow. If UT<0 the blade section is 
In reverse flow. Therefore a single expression can replace Eqs. (77) and 
(78), through the use of the absolute value of UT   . This expression is 

(SJz. = i (^)co[^(yö(qei-/3ton8,) 

+ (IIR)(X•-^C0,,''"/AW•C0,^)]      (81) 
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Similar considerations can be used to provide a single expression for 
(ffl«)xB  • also valid in both forward and reverse flow, fron Eqs. (79) «ud 
(80). This expression is 

Where the quantity  ?4C  is given by 

V*   -    *..,- f (^S!) (83) 

The flatwise bending modal equation was presented in this volume as Eq. 
(1). This equation is now simplified by using assumptions 1. 2, 3* 7« 
and 8 listed on page 5 . The resulting equation is 

♦^.(Csr«..-^...-^,,.)-€».(«,.)       (8J.) 

The   Cer.,,   modal constant accounts for spar centroid to elastic axis dis- 
tance, and tip supported counterweight effects.    This modal constant is 
small and is therefore deleted hereafter. 

The torsional modal equation was presented in this volume as Eq.  (2).    This 
equation is now simplified by using assumptions 1, 2, 3» 7« and 8 on page 
5 .    The resulting equation is 

-C44.[-/9»on8,] + q^f-C^.,-10,,..,-^...] 

-C.,. [«/3M,,] -CM. [/9] (85) 
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Tb«   CM,,,     »odal constant account! for ipar cantroil to elastic axis 
distanc« and tip supported counterweight effects.    This constant Is small, 
and is omitted fron the following development.    The term involving   C44, 
is also small, and is deleted in the following development.    This term re- 
flects the steady centrifugal twisting couple due to blade flapping when 
pitch-flap coupling is present. 

The flap angle equation was presented in this volume as Eq.  (3).    This 
equation it now simplified by using assumptions 1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 of page 
$ .    The resulting equation is 

0   « (/ (5.)ftf df] - M,Tef {»^fli,) - I.* 

+ C^/StonS, + CMI a ton8a 

^^VU^o »on»i (86) 

The terms containing   CM     and   Ctr     are small compared to the others, and 
will therefore be neglected hereafter. 

When the articulated blade is considered in accordance with assumption 3 
of page 3 , the following equation results from the substitution of Eq. 
(82) In Eq.  (85): 

• -C»'.-C.o.*C«*.-(££)x.f'v.cCofefdr (87) 

When the articulated blade is again considered In accordance with assump- 
tion 3 on page 3 , the following equation results from the substitution of 
Eq. (81) in Eq. (86), 
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s -(^)x»jCTfColäldr + w»^««i (88) 

•'hen the procedure used to obtain Eqs. (87) and (88) is repeated for the 
nonarticulated blade, Eq. (82) is substituted in Lq. (85), and Eq. (8l) is 
substituted in Eq. (8U). The following pair of equations result. 

{fcoJ0  
>e.v*cCalES)^d, ■CM'we;<'ö. 

(89) 
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Jj 

-^x•^Tr•CosJ!d, 4'c»'««.     (90) 

In the above, the substitution 

_.   ■ 

"t s 'w.qw, (91) 

has been made. 

Eqs. (87) and (66) and Eqs. (69) and (90) are two sets of two linear 
equations each. These equations could be solved for q^,   and ß 
tram Eqs. (87) and (68) for articulated blades, and for q^,  and qW|  , 
from Eqs. (69) and (90) for nonartlculated blades, if all the other par- 
ameters were given. Hovever, the objective is to find conditions for 
boundaries of static stability. The boundaries of static stability are 
those sets of conditions for which static equilibrium is present when the 
right hand sides of Eq. (67) through (90) are zero. It should b« noted 
that the right hand sides of these equations represent steady torslonal 
and flapping or flatwise bending moments, independent of the deflections 
and consistent with the simplifying assumptions employed. The conditions 
for a static stability boundary are thus those conditions such that in- 
definitely large static deflections can occur even though these Independ- 
ently applied steady forces are zero. 

In this way, the following pair of equations was obtained for articulated 
blades: 

' [iSz ,an8>/ VÄ|7*c Co OTIGTI df 

+ |n£^co**/\**c2o|ÜT|d7 +8CM + CM|/3 (92) 
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0S   {^^T'Coy«0T,0T,dr   -(^U ^»»^ojq^ 

-jf^fonS,/   fCoOT|OTldf 

+    ^ M co»^ VColOrl df  +»•'•!•♦ 1»   ^ (93) 

In Eq.  (92) and (93), the term  Uy/SIR     has been replaced by QT     .    This 
approximation is in considerat'on of assunpiions 2 and 7 on page   3   . 

In a similar manner, the following pair of equations was obtained for non- 
articulated blades: 

0   =    {|S^V^cCaaT|ÖTldf   -C^Ogj^ 

- (zS; 'xco,*j£ T>&.y*.Wo|QT|dr + IC,, * CM} QW. (9«») 

0   r   [%kj0 ^^CoÜTlÜTldF   -C -CMjq9| 

-' fSfeMCW^WwColOTldr   +ClöwjqW| (95) 

In Eq.   (92)  through (95), 

UT   =   5? (96) 

ox   =   f+f + M$in*r (97) 



53o * GJo/m0(flR,), (98) 

(99) I, z   rm7t6f 

(100) 

In further developments, the following more convenient notation will be used 
for the distance from the elastic axis to the center of gravity« 

^cs s ?»„ (101) 

In the case of an articulated rotor, the determinant of the two homogeneous 
equations (92) and (93) is formed and evaluated for many values of advance 
ratio fi    , with all other input being held constant. The value of /x 
for which this determinant is zero is found within the desired degree of 
approximation by a computer trial-and-error procedure. This value of fi 
is considered to be the value at which torsional divergence occurs. The 
process is similar with a nonarticulated rotor except that Eq. (9M and (95) 
are used. 



TQRSIONAL DIVERGEMCE DESIGN CHABTS 

DISCUSSION 

The limits on rotor operating conditions imposed by blade torsional diver- 
gence have been studied  extensively by means of the relatively simple method 
described above. 

A fairly large number o:   parameters have been selected for this study, vith 
various combinations being chosen to be of maximum futuie use in the pre- 
liminary evaluation of new blade designs.    Design charts have been generated 
to facilitate such evaluations without performing new calculations. 

The various parameters c.rlglnaj.ly chosen to be varied were as follows: 

1. Blade inertia ratio,   m0kf /pC0*0R*. 

2. Control system spring ratio, KrLB/GJo. 

3. Blade frequency parameter,    GJo/mok,(flR) 

U.    Blade chord distribution. 

5. Blade torsional stiffness distribution. 

6. Blade pitching inertia distribution. 

7. Blade average lift-curve slope. 

8. Aerodynamic root cutout. 

9. Blade center-of-gravity dictribution. 

In addition to the above, the effect of blade lift-curve slope spanwlse 
variation caused by Mach number effects was investigated.    The effects of 
pitch-flap coupling were evaluated, and calculations were carried out for 
nonarticulated blade designs. 

Blade designs with uniform chord, mass and stiffness properties were used 
in order to obtain design charts for the effects on torsional divergence 
boundaries of control system flexibility, aerodynamic root cutout, and 
center-of-gravity position.    The Independent effects of the other parameters 
mentioned above were studied with additional calculations.    The various 
charts and pertinent assumptions used in their preparation are described in 
this subsection.    The significance of the simple energy analysis r-suits 
and the permissible analytical assumptions and preliminary design procedures 
are given later under the appropriate subsections, after the Normal Mode 
Transient Analysis results have been presented. 
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The inertia distribution is included es e parueter in thii study, even 
though the static stability calculation does not, strictly speaking, con- 
sider inertial effects as such. The natural vibration mode is used as an 
assumed divergence mode; thus, inertial effects on the divergence calcula- 
tion are actually a reflection of changes in mode shape. Certain unpub- 
lished preliminary results have indicated that correct trends are predicted 
by using the i itural mode shape in this manner. 

It is instructive tc consider the differential equation of torsional static 
deflection of a rotor blade. This differential equation expresses the 
equilibrium of static elastic and aerodynamic torsional couples on an in- 
finitesimal spanwise increment: 

*(**) -qC/Cs   -   -qoeCft Cor) 

It is assumed that the blade is uniform, with properties of the reference 
15%  radius. Then the differential equation is 

6J S s "^^«o * -qOo^sC, (103) 

The symmetrical blade is assumed to be operating at zero angle of attack, 
except for the angle caused by the torsional deflection. 

The dynsmic pressure q  due to velocity components normal to the radius 
is given by the following: 

q = -f (ür •»• Wn*)* * {•(■•♦■/x»in^'(flR)" doM 

Nondimensionalizing and using Eq.  (lOU)  in Eq.  (103) gives 

7fi{$   "   -•f(«*Mwn*),(flR),«oCo,(!;)ö (105) 

For the case where ^ = 270°, and with ft > I , reverse flow exists over the 
entire span, and «o^Ce  equals 0.5  for the normal 25% chord center-of- 
gravity and elastic axis positions. 

Thus, the differential equation becomes 

Jo 
ji, . .f ä^V,..^ (106) 
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The nondlmenaional paruneLer S«  Is defined by 

Rigorous s. tlsfactlon of the above Jirferentlal equation, astumlnc M- '  • 
Is provide' by the following Infinite series: 

C    -.    p f f - Il^lÜ ] 
PcTr,U2Sn^")««-l)(4n-4)(««-5)(4ii-e)(4«-t)  (4)(S) J 

^ |,
i7,U2S«)'(4n»lM4«)(4«-SK4«-4)(4«-7)(4i..i)  (5K4)J        (109) 

The series given as £q.  (109) converges fairly rapidly, so only a few term 
need be used for nunerlcal evaluations. 

The appropriate boundary conditions for the blade fixed at the root are 

6*0       when      ■= 0 (110) 

when     i ; I (111) %"> 

t'^e of these with Eq. (109) provides two hcaogeneous equations. Setting 
the determinant equal to zero provides a characteristic equation in i/S* 
If fL  is given. The lowest value of l/S«  which makes the determinant 
zero is the critical value of interest. When thit has been found, the 
value of pi  In terms of pe  can be found by using one of the boundary 
conditions. The above procedure was csrried out for fi * I  wKb the results 
shown in Figure 1 and with a solution for critical S, » .031. Also shown 
for comparison is the uniform Made m.tural vibration mode. 

The digital computer was used to predict a divergence advance ratio, using 
Eq. (92)  and (93) as described previously. The first natural torslonal 
vibration mode was used in these calculations. With a value uf S« : 03) , 
the predicted value of critical advance ratio was /i ■ 1.03, .'«mpared with 

fi   ■ 1.0 for the differential equation solution. Thlo lemomlrated that 
the use of a natural vibration mode as a divergence mode ic a good simplify- 
ing assumption, even for advance ratios near unity. 



7h« mott  important concluiloo to be drawn from the above, however, is that 
the ftdvaoce ratio n,    and the tonional stlffneis coefficient  SR  are 
the baeic parameters for the study of retreating uniform blade static tor- 
■ional divergence. The same parameters also arise from inspection of a 
single-degree-of-freedom energy analysis, where S« ap{ears as a parameter 
along with the nondimenslonal integrals of strain enerry and virtual work. 
The parameter S«  is also the product of blade inert!• ratio and frequency 
parameter, divided by average lift-curve slope. These parameters arc among 
those listed at the beginning of thitt section. Variations in these par- 
ameters are included as variations in the more basic S»  parameter. The 
numerical value of S«  for a typical rotor blade operating at design tip 
speed is approximately aOitO. 

The parameter S*  has been developed with a [,0% chord listance between the 
aerodynemic center of pressure and the center of gravity, which is coin- 
cident with the elastic axis. This is appropriate to the usual retreating 
blade case. 

The usefulness of attempting the definition of a parameter even more gen- 
erally applicable than S«  has been examined. Specifically, Eq. (106) can 
be rewritten, retaining the nondimenslonal distance between the aerodynamic 
center of pressure and the center of gravity, which is coincident with the 
elastic axis. 

It is evident from consideration of the right hand side of Eq. (102) that 
divergence will first appear, as aircraft forward speed increases, at that 
azimuth angle where the coefficient of 8    reaches a maximum absolute value. 
from Eq. (10M it can be seen that two particular azimuth angles are of 
primary interest} these are ^ ■ 90° and  * ■ 270°. Note that the value 
of eo/Co is, in general, different at these two azimuth angles. For 
t ■ 90°, for example 

fc 
res (113) 

while for   *    ■ 270°, and M > I 

a 50 ♦Vc >iiu) 

where 7c«   l8 cons, ant along the blade radius. When only the two 
specific azimuth angles  ♦ ■ 90° and  ♦ ■ 270° are considered, Eq. (112) 
has two possible forms. These are 
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"dxr  " i(S)2i£^-<«+'",8 (U5) 

for    ^ = 90°     and 

d?    -   -718)        GJo        ("~^e (ll6) 

for     »//  = 270°.    It  night be concluded from the above that the coefficient 
of   (x+^)2e     and   U -^)20   in the above equations is the most general par- 
ameter.    This woull oe true if only advance ratios greater than unity were 
of interest.     For advance ratios    p <    1, the  above simple concepts are 
not true even  for a uniform blade, since  eo/C0    will vary radically between 
the inboard portions of the blade where reverse flow is present, and the 
outboard portions where conventional  flow is pres-.it.    An effective value 
of Co/Co    might be defined, but this  itself would be a function of advance 
ratio.    Therex'ore it  is  advantageous to accept the   S«      parameter as the 
basic parameter,  and consider variations in  BQ/CQ   through the generation 
of both advancing and retreating blade stability boundaries, and through 
the treatment of  YCo    as an independent parameter. 

The energy analysis described during the developnent of Eq.   (92) through 
(95) introduces a flapping or bending degree of freedom to the torsional 
divergence analysis.    This accounts for the fact that blade static torsional 
stability always  involves some blade flapping due to lift caused by tor- 
sional deflection.    The resistance to  flapping of conventional rotor blades 
is provided mainly by a centrifugal force component which acts at the blade 
chordwise center of mass. 

If the center of mass does not coincide with the aerodynamic center the 
resulting couple causes potentially divergent torsional deflections.    At 
azimuth angles of 270° and 90°, the results for articulated blades with no 
pitch-flap coupling are practically identical with single-degree-of-freedom 
analyses  if the torsional couple caused by the distance between the aero- 
dynamic center and the center of mass  is considered. 

The uniform blade design charts. Figures 2,  3,  and U, were produced for a 
completely uniform blade with a chcrd-to-radius ratio of 0.050 and negligible 
flapping hinge offset.    The value of mass ratio   Mr    was 11.9.    Calculations 
were carried out for practical variations  in this parameter, and divergence 
results were identical within the reading and data input accuracy.    The 
ratio of the blade torsional radius of gyration to rotot radius was 0.012. 
The elastic axis was  assumed to lie along the  25? chord line.    The lift- 
curve slope was  assumed to be constant along the blade span, with no tip 
loss being considered. 
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The boundaries were generated by finding the critical advance ratio for 10 
different values of nondinwnsional stiffness coefficient S*  for each of 
the otherwise identical blade configurations. 

Torsional elastic stiffness was changed to vary the nondimensional stiff- 
ness. Identical values of torsional stiffness coefficient S«  were gen- 
erated by changing rotational speed with elastic stiffness held constant, 
and calculations were carried out to verify that identical vt.lues of crit- 
ical advance ratio would be obtained. Small variations in torsional mode 
shape due to different rotational speeds were not found to be significant. 
The effects of rotation on blade torsional stiffness were also unimportant. 

The first net  of design charts, Figure 2, presents plots of the critical 
advance -atioft versus torsional stiffness coefficients S* for various 
values of aerodynamic root cutout XQA • Each plot is for constant values 
of control stiffness parsmtter, l/K  , and chordwise center-of-gravity 
offset, Yco/C  . These plots are for critical values of fi      occurring at 
azimuth angles of either 270° or 90°. The 90° azimuth torsional divergence 
occurs only for the aft center-of-gravity positions (negative Ycc/C ), 
and is represerted by the branch on the left side of the break in these 
curves. The divergence boundaries for the 90° azimuth are shown only as 
they are more critical than the 270° azimuth boundaries, and vice versa. 
This set of curves will be useful in the evaluation of specific blade 
designs. 

The second set of design charts. Figure 3, presents cross plots of the 
first set at various constant values of /x and Yca/C . The values of ^x 
presented are 1.2, l.U, 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0, which cover the range expected 
to be of greatest future interest for torsional divergence. Both positive 
and negative values of Yco/C are included. The values of Yco/C m*e .10, 
0, -.02, -.06, and -.10. The reciprocal of the control stiffness ratio K 
is plotted against SR  at constant values of XQA  • This set of curves 
can be used in trade-off studies concerning the relative benefits of changes 
in SR and K.  Since Figure 3 is composed of direct cross plots of Figure 
2, it also reflects Instabilities at azimuth angles of either 90° or 270°, 
depending on which is most critical. 

The third set of design charts. Figure kt  also presents cross plots of the 
first set, but with Yco/C plotted against SR  at various constant values 
of XQA  • The values of fi    and l/K  remain constant for each of these 
plots. This set of curves can be used in trade-off studies concerning the 
relative benefits of changes in SR  and Yco/C . As with Figure 3, the 
boundaries are shown for azimuth positions of either 90° or 270°, depending 
on which 13 most critical. The azimuth angle to which a particular point 
on any of the boundaries pertains is easily determined by reference to 
Figure 2. 

The independent effects of certain other parameters on the static divergence 
stability boundaries are shown in Figures 5 through Ik.    The value of SR 
in thest cases was determined by using the values of GJo , Qo • and Co 
existing at the 15%  radius. The shapes and frequencies of each of the tor- 
sional modes are appropriate to each configuration. The rigid flapping 
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mode wus used for deflectiona out of the plane of rotation for the articu- 
lated rotor. The first flatwise bending mode appropriate to the given 
values of a parameter m//>OoCo, the ratio of torsional to flapwise bending 
stiffness EWGJo , and the torsional stiffness coefficient Sn  was used 
in the case of the nonartioulatad blades. In eacn case where blade cross- 
sectional properties were varied separately for this set of charts, they 
were made equal to the uniform blade properties at the 75l rotor radius. 
Information as to how the various parameters were varied is contained on 
the captions and legends for each figure. 

The effect on retreating blade torsional divergence of a linearly varying 
blade chord is shown in Figure 5, for different values of tip-chord-to-root- 
chord ratio. The chord-to-radius ratio at the 75/J radius remained at the 
value used for the uniform blade, and SR  is also based on this value. 
All other blade properties remained as for the uniform blades. 

The effect of a structural flexibility cutout, Xos  on retreating blade 
torsional divergence is shown in Figure 6. The structural flexibility 
cutout refers to a torsionally rigid inboard section. Thus, when X0i » .10 
the inboard 10%  radius of the blade is considered to be torsionally rigid. 
The remainder of the blade is identical to the previously considered uniform 
blades. The torsional deflection modes used in these calculations are 
natural vibration modes appropriate to these blades with torsionally rigid 
inboard sections. 

The effect on retreating blade torsional divergence of a linearly varying 
blade torsional stiffness is shown in Figure 7 for different values of tlp- 
stiffness-to-root-stiffness ratio. The nondimensional stiffness coefficient 
SR  is defined at the three-quarter radius. The blade torsional deflection 
modes used in these calculations are the appropriate natural vibration 
modes. The significance of the small apparent effect of tapering stiffness 
will be discussed later. 

The effect of inertial cutout on retreating blade torsional divergence is 
shown in Figur? 8.  Inertial cutout refers to a uniform blade, with an in- 
board section of negligible torsional inertia. This has an effect on tor- 
sional divergence through the use of the natural vibration mode as an 
assumed divergence mode.  Thus, comparison with the completely uniform 
blades reflects only the effect of the change in mode shape on the static 
stability calculation.  Except for the cutout, the blades were identical to 
the previously considered uniform blades. 

The effect of linearly varying inertia on retreating blade torsional diver- 
gence is shown in Figure 9-  The inertia was made equal to that for the 
previously considered uniform blades at the 75%  radius, with different 
ratios of root inertia to tip inertia. Except for the variation in inertia, 
the blades were identical to the previously considered uniform blades.  It 
should be noted that the effect on the torsional divergence static stability 
stems only from the alterations in the torsional natural mode shape. 
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Torsional divergence cases were considered for the retreating blade with 
spanwise variations in the chordwise center-of-gravity offset position. 
These included offsets of Yco/C ■ .10, extending from inboard fractional 
radii of 0.55 and 0.1*5 to the tip, and linearly varying offset distances, 
with Yct/C  equal to 0.10 at the 15%  radius. Linearly varying offsets, 
such that the ratio of root-to-tip offsets was two and three, were chosen 
and also used in separate sets of divergence calcu1ations. The results for 
all of these calculations were within 1 percent of the values for the 
uniform blade; therefore, no separate charts were made. 

The next charts, Figures 10 and 11, show the effect of the distribution of 
dauert's lift-curve slope correction due to Mach number. The effects on 
the advancing, as well as on the retreating, blades are shown, '"he par- 
ameter Sc, defined in the table of symbols, is als equal to the parameter 
S11  1 evaluated with a lift-curve slope of 2 TT  , and multiplied by the 
square of the ratio of rotational tip speed ilR  to the speed of sound. 
The value of S*  in Figures 10 and 11, however, refers to the value at 
the 15%  radius with the lift-curve slope correction applied. The zero 
value of Sc refers to the earlier uniform blade cases without Glauert's 
correction. A 0.0ll*3 value of Sc refers to conventional blade stiffness 
coefficient and rotational speed under the standard conditions, as typified 
by the CH-3C rotor, li  should be noted that the curves of constant Sc in 
Figure 10 are very nearly curves of constant advancing blade Mach number at 
the 15%  radius. The advancing blade 15%  radius Mach number along the curve 
Sc ■ .0286 ranges between 0.68 and 0.11. 

The next charts. Figures 12 and 13, show the comparative divergence bound- 
aries for articulated and nonarticulated blades, with the nonarticulated 
uniform blades rigidly built into the hub at the center of rotation. Ad- 
vancing as well as retreating blade divergence is considerec'. Note that 
the nondimensional stiffness concept remains valid for the nonarticulated 
blades, so long as the ratio EIF/90OC<? / ^GJo      remains constant. This 
point will be discussed later.  The value of EIF/GJO  of 05^8 refers to 
conventional practice as typified by the CH-3C rotor. 

The effect of pitch-flap coupling as predicted by the simple divergence 
analysis is shown in Figure lU. The effects on the retreating blade only 
axe shown, since pitch-flap coupling will greatly increase advancing blade 
divergence advance ratio and decrease it for the retreating blade. The 
effects o*" pitch-flap coupling were investigated for the articulated blade 
only, since the provition of an appreciable amount of this type of coupling 
is mechanically difficult with nonarticulated blades. 
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lüHCIOrJAL DIVERGEMCE CALCULATIONS WITH THE EXTENDED 
NORMAL MODE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

DISCUSSION OF PURPOSE AND METHODS 

A number of solutions of the flexible blade equations of motion for tor- 
cional divergence conditions were accomplished, by use of the extended 
Normal Mode Transien1. Analysis. The solutions demonstrate the effect on 
torsional divergence ' t" blade flatwise and edgewise flexibility, in con- 
Junction with consideration of all significant inert!?! terms.  This was 
done for coincident and noncoincident section elastic und center-of-gravity 
axes and for articulut.ed and nonartlculated blades.  In addition to this, 
cases were run at re«"1' ced iir density, to provide data at higher values of 
torsional stiffness coefficient SR .  Control system flexibility was also 
investigated for the articulated blades. 

The effects of pitch-flap coupling en the torsional divergence of an  artic- 
ulated blade were calculated, and the effect of a representative system of 
gyro feedback on a nonartlculated blade was determined. 

The solution of the blade equations of mor.ion was generally conducted by 
starting a typical blade, whose properties are given in Table I and II at 
an azimuth angle of zero. Collective pitch and inflow were also made equal 
to zero. 

The elastic modes considered for the articulated blades were the first 
through the third flatwise bending modes, the first edgewise bending mode, 
and the first torsional mode. These elastic modes were in addition to the 
rigid blade flapping and lagging modes for the articulated blades.  For the 
nonartlculated blades, the first through the fourth flatwise bending modes, 
the first and second edgewise bending modes, and the first torsional mode 
were considered.  The solution for blade motion was then obtained for one 
revolution of the rotor by using the extended Normal Mode Transient Analysis. 
The values of aircraft forward speed and rotor rotational speed at the var- 
ious values of advance ratio were chosen by setting the advancing blade tip 
Mach number equal toO. 85. The aerodynamic data were appropriate to an NACA 
0012 airfoil, with Mach number and stall effects included. Rotcr shaft 
angle of attack was set constant at zero degrees. The parameter used to 
evaluate blade response was one-half peak-to-peak stress variation. 

It will be noted that the effect of blade center-of-gravity offset was 
studied at a constant value of advance ratio, with a collective pitch Ö.75R 
of 2 degrees and an inflow X  of 0. 

This alternate method was necessary to demonstrate the existence of the 
practical operating limits appropriate to the torsional flexibility of the 
advancing blade.  The excitation of the unloaded advancing blade was found 
to be very small at the predicted static stability boundary.  Extensive 
penetration of this boundary without important blade response could occur 
for the completely unloaded rotor. However, the addition of a small load 
resulted in a torsional stress rise similar to that for the retreating blade. 
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In view of the objective of correlating the simple energy analysis for tor- 
sional divergence with practical operating limits, the advancing blade 
cases were carried out with the moderate loadings generated by the 2 degree 
collective pitch setting. One possible explanation for the lack of exci- 
tation on the advancing blade is the stabilizing center-of-pressure move- 
ment at high subsonic Mach numbers. This would tend to prevent torsional 
divergence until a relatively large section of the rotor disc, including 
the lower Mach number areas, is unstable. A small amount of cyclic pitch 
was used to eliminate rotor pitching and rolling moment for the nonartic- 
ulated rotor. The method of solution was otherwise identical to the other 
Normal Mode Transient Analysis cases for this section, with the starting 
values for the blade differential equations of motion being given as zero 
flapping, lagging, and elastic modal displacements and velocities at an 
azimuth angle ^   of 0  degrees. 

The pitch-flap coupling effects were evaluated with the unloaded rotor as 
described previously. Inclusion of this type of coupling in the calcula- 
tions is a routine provision of the Normal Mode Transient Analysis. 

The study of the effect of a control gyroscope on torsional divergence is 
much more involver". The scope of this work is such that one typical gyro- 
scope installation could be included. The control gyro parameters of in- 
terest are given in the descriptions of configurations to follow. 

At this point in the discussion, it is appropriate to outline the manner in 
which the gyro is assumed to act.  Consistent with the remainder of the 
investigation,no shaft or fuselage motion is included.  In addition to the 
torsional moment, a small component of blade flapping moment at each of the 
blade roots is reacted by the pushrod, because of a small built-in angle 
between the blade axis and the feathering axis. This effect has been found 
to be small for this torsional divergence study, since bending moments are 
initially small for the unloaded blade. The blade moment about the feather- 
ing bearing is provided by the gyro reaction to pushrod force, acting 
through its moment arm. The gyro motion, and the resulting pitch position 
input to the blades, depends on the pushrod loads applied by all the blades. 

In order to assess the effect of the gyroscope, blade response calculations 
were firs:t performed with the gyroscope assumed as being fixed to the shaft. 
The loads on the gyroscope were calculated, and then its response to these 
loads was calculated.  Finally, the gyro response was used to define new 
cyclic pitch control positions for another blade response calculation. The 
change in blade response due to the new control positions was then noted. 
The process could be repeated to improve accuracy, although one cycle was 
Judged to be sufficient for the purposes of this study. 

CQNFIGURATIOMS AND FLIGHT CONDITIONS STUDIED 

The pertinent characteristics of the basic rotor system used for torsional 
divergence studies with the extended Normal Mode Transient Analysis are 
shown in Table I. 
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The chord, stiffness, mass, blade center-of-gravity chordwise position, and 
section properties of the blade are constant, except for the aerodynamic 
and structural cutouts. The elastic axis was assumed to lie along the 25% 
chord. The blades had an NACA 0012 airfoil section. The nonarticulated 
blade was identical to the articulated blade except for the removal of the 
flap-lag hinge. Control gyro parameters of interest are a lead angle of 
1.5 between blade axis and feathering axis, and a gyro polar moment of 
inertia Q01 times that of the rotor. The pushrod was assumed to lead the 
blade feathering axis by an azimuth angle of k^0.    No mechanical damping 
was applied to gyro motion. 

The various configurations used for this part of the torsional divergence 
study with the extended normal mode analysis are shown in Table II. 

The various flight conditions used for this part of the study are shown in 
Table III. The advancing blade tip Mach number remained constant at M,i90 
= .85- 

The combinations of configurations and flight conditions are shown in 
Table IV. 

RESULTS OF MORMAL MODE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS CALCULATIONS 

Figure 15 shows a three-revolution time history of blade first torsion 
modal response, after beiiig started with zero collective pitch, cyclic 
pitch, flapping, lagging and elastic modal displacements and velocities, at 
an azimuth of zero (directly aft). This figure is for the basic trticulated 
rotor configuration, operating at an advance ratio of 1.6. Note that the 
retreating blade torsional response is more severe du; ing the first revo- 
lution than during the following two, which Justifies the use of a single 
revolution to evaluate peak torsional divergence response. 

Figure 16 shows a similar two-revolution time history of blade first tor- 
sion modal response, with the 15%  chord aft center-of-gravity position, 
which is the articulated blade configuration 6. The response is calculated 
with 2 degrees of collective pitch present to supply additional loading, as 
discussed earlier. Note that in this case the first and second revolution 
maximum response is virtually identical, again s^nporting the use of the 
first revolution to evaluate torsional response for the lightly loaded 
blade. 

Figure 17 shows one-half peak-to-peak stresses calculated during the first 
revolution after starting the blade at ^ - 0 , with no initial loadings, 
at various values of advance ratio. This is for the basic articulated 
rotor. Also shown is the stability boundary predicted by using Figure 6. 
Figure 6 was used by finding the intersection of the  XQS = .06 stability 
boundary and a plot of /j.    versus  SR appropriate to standard sea level 
atmospheric conditions and the advancing blade tip Mach number of O.85. The 
method of obtaining this relationship will be explained later, under the 
general discussion of preliminary design methods. 
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Figure 16 is similar to Figure IT, with calculations carried out at a value 
of air density p    at 2/3 of that for standard sea level conditions. This 
corresponds to an altitude of approximately 13,000 foet. 

Figure 19 showf the Normal Mode Transient Analysis one-half-peak-to-peak 
stress results for the basic rotor with control system flexibility. The 
effects of control system flexibility on the static uorsional divergence of 
the blade with structural cutout was not determined with the simple anal- 
ysis, since structural cutout was a parameter whose independent effect was 
determined. In order to estimate the static divergence boundary for the 
combined effects of structural cutout and control system flexibility, the 
independent effects of each were, in effect, superimposed. This procedure 
is not rigorous in a strict mathematical sense, but is Justified by the 
approximations inherent in the static torsional divergence analysis. The 
procedure will be described mathematically in the following development. 
This particular discussion is limited to the case of the blade with uniform 
spanwise properties except for cutout, in order to present the procedure in 
as simple a manner as possible. 

It can be observed that, in principle, the advance ratio for stati ; diver- 
gence can be expressed as a function of all the \ariables considered. 

/x = f (S« , l/K , X0, , XQ* , Yc« ) (117 ) 

If /i is known for a particular set of values of SR, l/K, Xos, X^ , 
and TgQ , a Taylor's series may be written about that value. The elements 
of that set are identified below by the "a" subscript. 

Wher. values of the variables considered above remain suitably close to 
SR0, l/Ka , XO^, Xos,,       and ?co  , the specific terms appearing in Eq. 
(ll8) furnish a satisfactory approximation. The derivatives in Eq. (118) 
are evaluated at S„al l/Ka, XOSo, XOAo,      and Vco, 

The particular case at hand will now be treated by using Eq. (llB). The 
values of the variables with the "a" subscript are chosen to be consistent 
with the available data.  They are 

/xo = 1.39 (119) 

}«o ,107 (12Ö) 
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l/Ka  s 0 (121) 

X0.0   s 0 (122) 

XONO    = 0 (123) 

Vcoa    = 0 (121*) 

It is desired to find H- for the values 

l/K   =   2 

X0,   =   06 

X0A   = .15 

Yc,   = 0 

of the var •iables given as 

(125) 

(126) 

(127) 

(128) 

Note that    ?co is equal to     7C0 , which causes  the last term in Eq. 
(118)  to vanish.    Tho values of   /x0      and    Sna      were found from Figure 2, 
at the intersection of  ehe appropriate divergence boundary and a plot of 
/i.       versus     SR    calculated for the advancing blade tip 'lach number of 
Q.85.  This particular relationship will be defined later :n Eq.  (ll*l).     In 
the present case, Eq.   (ll+l)  provides  a relationship between    fi     and   S* 
which  is written as the following equation. 

S„ = .OI855(l+/i)2 (129) 

The values of the derivatives in Eq. (llB) are found from Figures 2 and 6 
by dividing an increment in ^  by an incranent in the variable. For 
example, 

3(1) " Zft) (130) 

where the increments A/i and  A (l/K)  are taken while all other variables 
are held constant. The values OJ' the derivatives needed are 
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Ife   *  «  •  '« (US) 

^ S * = 08 
d(Xo*) ~  " ' -^ (13M 

When the values given by Eq. (119) through (128) and by Eq. (131) and (13'0 
are used in Eq. (llB), the following equation is obtained: 

H   S 1.30+ 3.2(8«-.107) = .98 + 3.2S„ (135) 

When Eq.   (135)   Is used in Eq.   (129)  the final values of   /x      and     S„       are 
found.    These values  are 

H   »  1-30 (136) 

S. S  .10 ("T) 

The effects of pitch-flap coupling are reflected in Figure 20 for the re- 
treating blade. The combined effects of pitch-flap coupling and structural 
root cutout on the static torsional stability boundary were found by using 
Figures 6 and lb with a method analogous to that demonstrated by Eq. (117) 
through (137). 

The effects of a/t center of gravity on the articulated blade are shown in 
Figure 21 for an advance ratio of (l60.  The rotor was assumed to be in a 
lightly loaded condition, as mentioned earlier under the Discussion of 
Purposes and Methods.  A specific static stability boundary was calculated 
with the simple energy analysis; the same values of tip loss and structural 
root cutout as those for the extended Normal Mode Transient Analysis cal- 
culations were used. This is the boundary that appears on Figure 21. 
Almost the same boundary is obtained from Figure 2 by defining the stiffness 
coefficient SR  in terms of the blade length from structural cutout to 
the outermost aerodynamically effective radius. When the strictly uniform 
blade without tip loss or structural and aerodynamic root cutout is con- 
sidered, the static divergence analysis predicts a critical center-of- 
gravity offset of 1%  chord. This offset is measured aft of the 25%  chord, 
where the advancing blade center of pressure and elastic axis are located. 
The boundary shown on Figure 21 appears at a center-of-gravity offset of 
10."it  chord. Thus a reasonably conservative result for critical center-of- 
gravity location can be obtained by ignoring tip loss and the normal amount 
of structural cutout. 
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The information on Figures 22 and 23 is for the nonarticulated rotor. It 
can be seen that the torsional stress response is very similar to that for 
the articulated blade. The absence of the blade hinges does, of courre, 
cause the blade bending stresses to be somewhat higher. It should be 
remembered that this particular result is for a uniform blade and that 
design refinements can alter the stress distribution. The stress results 
presented here are intended only to show that a practical operating limit 
is being approached. The static torsional stability boundaries are vir- 
tually identical for articulated and nonarticulated blades at /*  ■ .6, as 
shown by Figure 13. 

Figure 2h  shows the results of the gyro feedback calculations. It can be 
seen that a fairly large increase in blade torsion response occurs because 
of the gyro action with the particular control gyro parameters chosen. 



D13CU38IQBS OF TORSIOHAL DIVERGENCE RESULTS 

SIGHIFICANCE OF TORSIONAL DIVERGENCE DBIGM PARAMETERb 

The scope of this study included independent variations in all of the 
Important parameters affecting the torsicnai divergence calculations for 
helicopter blades. The various charts included in this volume show the 
relative significance of the various design parauneteru as well as quantita- 
tive dati. The practical significance of changes in some of these par- 
ameters will, however, be clarified by additional discussion. 

The basic relationship for the torslonal divergence boundaries Is between 
the familiar advance ratio /i  and the nondlmenslonal stiffness coefficient 
S«  , which is basically a ratio of elastic and aerodynamic torslonal 

stiffness effects.  It should be noted that the rotational tip speed is 
used in the formation of the^e parameters. Thus, an increase in Sn can 
signify a larger torslonal elastic stiffness or a decrease in the quantity 
in the denominator In Eq. (108). This may occur for a given blade because 
of operation with lower air density or rotational speeds. As would obvi- 
ously be expected. Increasing the value of S* raises the critical advance 
ratio in all cases. An increase in SR  resulting from a decrease In ro- 
tational speed does, however, result in a drop In critical aircn.ft forward 
speed for retreating blade divergence. Therefore, the typical appearance 
of the divergence boundaries of a representative blade on a tip speed versus 
forward speed plane is of important practical interest. Examples of this 
relationship are shown in Figures 25 through 28. Tnese charts were pre- 
pared from Figures 2, 3, and U, with S„  assumed to be 0.0^0 when tip speed 
is 660 ft/sec.  This Is a uniform blade comparable to the CH-3C blade when 
operating under normal conditions with a lift-curve slope of 2 TT . 

The effect of changing the parameter S„(Rfl)2= 2GJo//oaöCo2R2   is shown on 
Figure 25. Note that this parameter includes blade torslonal stiffness, 
chord, radius, air density, and lift-curve slope. The boundaries shown on 
the chart for various values of this parameter Include that for the repre- 
sentative blade and those for 2/3 and 3/2 of that value. Note also that 
any number of these boundaries may be plotted from a single  Sn  versus 

/A plot. Thus, this choice of parameters greatly condensed the number of 
charts necessary to evaluate the effects of any appreciable variations In 
Z(>}0/pa0c0

2Rz    . 

The effect of blade chordwlse center-of-gravlty position Is shown by the 
various corresponding boundaries in Figure 26. The aft center-of-gravlty 
positions give rise to advancing blade boundary segments, which appear as 
lines nearly parallel to the constant advancing tip Mach number line. The 
effect of changes In blade lift-curve slope due to Mach number is not in- 
cluded on this chart, since only approximate quantitative Information is 
desired.  If the correction for Mach number is desired, the actual lift- 
curve slope for a given Mach number at the 75/i radius can be used in the 
definition of S« • The Mach number is generally low on the retreating 
blade, so the lift curve slope on the corresponding segment of the boundary 
will not be appreciably affected by compressibility effects. 
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The most inboard nondlmenslonal radius for which significant aerodynamic 
blade torques are produced is called the aerodynamic root cutout, X0A  , 
This parameter has a significant effect on retreating blade torsional 
divergence, since th inboard blade sections are subjected to the highest 
velocity reversed flow. It can be seen from Figures 2, 3, and k  that the 
beneficial effect of root cutout is more pronounced with the larger values 
of 1/K, as would air > be expected, since a smaller control stiffness causes 
greater blade deflections, particularly close to the root. For the repre- 
sentative blades, Fi,^ure 27 shows the effects of changing rocr. cutout on 
the flight conditioii boundaries. 

The control stiffness ratio, K:KrLB/J0G , can be also defined as blade 
deflection divided :.y  the control system deflection when the blade and 
control system are s ibjected to a torsional couple at the tip.  It will be 
noted that this parameter is treated in inverse form on the charts to per- 
mit plotting very large values of K. The value K = 1,000 is large enough 
so that only infinitely small effects on torsional divergence due to root 
flexibility occur. For the representative blades. Figure 28 uhows the 
effects of changing control stiffness ratio. 

It will be noted from Figures 25 through 28 that the practical variations 
considered for root cutout, center-of-gravity position, and control stiff- 
ness ratio generally have only moderate effects on the flight condition 
boundaries for the retreating blade. The aft center-of-gravity positions 
do, of course, make an advancing blade torsional divergence possible at 
much lower speeds. 

The ratio of blade chord to rotor radius  Co/R> has a negligible effect on 
the two-degree-of-freedom torsional divergence analysis for variations of 
C0/R between (101* and 0.06. 

The independent effect of linear taper in chord is shown in Figure 5»  It 
should be remembered that these variations were made with blade chord at 
the 13%  radius remaining constant, and with the torsional stiffness coef- 
ficient defined using that chord. All other blade properties were the same 
as for the corresponding uniform blade.  It is interesting to note that 
with the above definition of S* , the addition of chord taper causes a 
moderate reduction in retreating blade divergence advance ratio. However, 
if SR is efined further inboard, the boundaries could practically coin- 
cide or e^v n be reversed in their relative positions. The practical con- 
clusion for this type of taper is better suggested by Figure 5, with a 
moderate reduction in divergence speed because of larger inboard chord in 
the region cf higher reversed velocity. 

The structural cutout, or torsionally rigid inboard section has the 
straightforward effect shown in Figure 6. 

The independent effect of tapered tcrrional stiffness on retreating blade 
divergence is shown in Figure ?.  It can be seen that the nondimensional 
boundary is virtually unaffected, provided the torsional stiffness coef- 
ficient SR  is defined using blade stiffness at the 75%  radius station. 
This result arises because smaller stiffness outboard of the 73%  radius 
counteracts the benefit of increased stiffness inboard. 
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The independent effects of nonuniform Inertia, which enter into the tor- 
aional divergence static stability calculations because of variations in 
the assumed torsional mode shape, are shown in Figure 8 and 9. Figure 8 
was prepared for two values of aerodynamic cutout by assuming an inboard 
section with negligible torsional inertia. It can be seen that this vari- 
ation has only a small effect. As would be expected, the generally smaller 
deflections inboard for the mode shape of the blade with inertif cutout 
cause e higher critical advance ratio to be predicted. 

The effect of a linear variation in inertia is shown in Figure 9«    This 
figure was prepared by assuming torsional inertia at the 75% radius equal 
to that of the uniform blade.    It can be seen that the generally larger 
inboard deflections for the mode shape of the blade with inertial taper 
cause a small decrease in predicted divergence advance ratio. 

Spanwise variations in center-of-gravity location, with the location at the' 
13% radius remaining constant at the 10% chord forward position, were con- 
sidered.    Inboard cutouts of center-of-gravity offset up to the k5% radius 
and linear tapers with the ratio of root offset to tip offset as high as 
three produced virtually no effect on the retreating blade cases considered. 

The effect on advancing blade divergence of a lift-curve slope distribution 
due to the familiar dauert Mach number correction is shown in Figure 10. 
Hote that the torsional stiffness coefficient is defined by using the local 
lift-curve slope at the 75/f radius.    The value   Se    m  .0286 refers to a 
blade similar to a conventional blade with twice the torsional stiffness 
operating under normal conditions.    It can be seen that with torsional 
stiffness coefficient defined in the manner described earlier, very little 
effect due to Mach number lift-curve slope variation can be noted on the 
nondlmenslonal charts.    Even less effect is noted on the retreating blade, 
shown in Figure 11, as would be expected.    Even though the radial variation 
in Mach number effects has little effect on the nondimensional charts, it 
should be remembered that an effect will be felt on the actual flight con- 
dition boundary, since a larger average lift-curve slope is reflected in a 
smaller stiffness coefficient. 

The effect of bending mode shape for a nonarticulated blade, as compared 
with the r jid flapping mode used for the articulated blade, is shown in 
Figure 12 and 13.    It should be noted that the uniform blade natural bend- 
ing mode shape and natural freaue;.cy to rotational speed ratio depend only 
on the parameter EI,/mI22R , so that a definite mode shape and 
frequency ratio is defined by the product of   S*    , the ratio of bending 
to torsion stiffness     EIr/GJ0      * and a parameter      po0c0 /m   .    The 
effect of articulation was determined for two values of    EIp/GJo with the 
standard value of    po0c*/m   .    The same variations in critical advance 
ratio would occur for -• change in the product of these two parameters 
EUpOoCff/GJom      by the same factors.    The value     Elr/GJ0     of0.598 ii 
similar to conventional practice, while   popC^/m    is also appropriate to 
a lift-curve slope of 2*    and standard sea lev*l conditions.    It is readily 
apparent that the values considered produce very little effect on torsional 
divergence for the retreating blade and a moderate effect for the advancing 
blade.    The changes in the relative positions of the various bouodArles are 



probably caused by InteracMnfr favorable effects of bending stiffnesa and 
unfavorable effects of the various bending mode shapes. 

The pronounced lowering of retreating blade torslonal divergence advance 
ratio predicted by the simple energy method for pitch-flap coupling is 
shown in Figure lh.    It should be noted that the studies with the extended 
Normal Mode Transient Analysis show this predicted effect to be very on- 
servative. The effects of pitch-flap coupling for the initially unloaded 
rotor can be seen by comparing Figures 17 and 20. The peak-to-peak tor- 
slonal stress is actually reduced by pitch-flap coupling for a given advance 
ratio while the peak-to-psak flatwise stress increases. However, the practical 
retreating blade advance ratio stress boundary is very little affected by 
the addition of  $3 s ^5°, according to these Normal Mode Transient 
Analysis results. 

The provision of the control gyro configuration used in this study was 
found to increase blade torslonal response, and, therefore, to lower 
slightly the permissible advance ratio for a given stress by a decrement of 
approximately .10. This is shown in Figures 22 and 2k.    It should be remem- 
bered that the effect of the gyro can be changed by altering the various 
parameters and that no general implications can be drawn without further 
analyses. 

It has been demonstrated, as discussed earlier in this section, that the 
most significant improvements in tortlonal divergence speed may be brought 
about by changing the quantities involved in the torslonal stiffness coef- 
ficient S R . Thus, an increase in tht quantity GJ0/^o0c0*R , which can 
be brought about by an increase in blade torslonal stiffness or a decrease 
in chord, rotor radius, lift-curve slope, 01 air density, will raise the 
speed. On the other hand, decreasing rotor rotation'.! speed will lower the 
aircraft divergence speed for retreating blade divergence, but will increase 
it for advancing blade divergence.  If the blade y%b  an excessively large 
aft chordwise center-of-gravity position, very large improvements in tor- 
slonal divergence speed are possible by returning to the ncrmal balanced 
blade configuration. Significant Improvements may also b» realised by pro- 
viding stiff inboard blade sections, as Illustrated by Figure 6. This 
should not be undone by decreasing the stiffness of outboard blade sections. 
In Figure 7, It can be seen that the divergence boundaries for a tapered 
blade and a unifora blade arc alaoac Identical. The beneficial high inboard 
stiffncas indicated by Figure 6 auac be derived froa an inboard adffnasa that 
is higher in an absolute sense rather than higher relative to the tip. Ic 
should be reacabered that Figure 7 was prepared with the saae atlffnesa at the 
73$ radius for tapered and untapercd blades, with all other paraaetcrs, Includ- 
ing chord, raaaining unchanged. Other paraaeters investigated were found to 
have aodcrate independent effecta, but it can be expected that significant la- 
provcaenta will be achieved through the coabined favorable effecta of changes 
in a nuaber of thaa. The significance of the various paraaeters Investigated 
has been discussed above, with respect to the torslonal divergence calcu- 
lated results. The practical significance of the torslonal divergence 
concept itself should be reviewed, as it applies to a helicopter rotor 
blade. The most superficial inspection cf the Normal Mode Transient Anal- 
ysis results, such as Figures 13 and 16, shows that the calculated stability 



boundary for torsional divergence corresponds generally to the onset of 
torslonal oscillations of comparatively high frequency. Thus, the basic 
equations of static torsional divergence, which neglect all inertlal 
effects, cannot he viewed as a mathematical model of a physical phenomenon 
in the usual sense. The torsional divergence calculated results should 
rather be viewed as a so-called "rule of thumb". The virtue of these re- 
sults lies in the relatively simple manner in which they can be obtained 
and the fact that the results do indeed correspond with those of a much 
more elaborate method. The practical boundary for retreating blades, as 
limited by peak-to-peak torsional stress, is accurately predicted for all 
parameter variations considered with the Normal Mode Transient Analysis, 
except for the effect of pitch-flap coupling. The aft center-of-gravity 
advancing blade stress "boundary" is not as well defined, probably because 
of complicated compressibility effects. The torsioi.al static stability 
boundary provides a conservative estimate of the rather gentle onset of 
high torsional stresses for the unloaded blade. 

Therefore, in view of the above, the inclusion cf a large number of elab- 
orate features in a torsional divergence calculation is apparently not 
warranted. It should also be pointed out that predicted trends for par- 
ameters not investigated previously may not necessarily be accurate or 
correct. Torsional divergence results for parameter variations not yet 
considered and for radically different designs should therefore be checked 
with more elaborate methods, as was done under this contract for some par- 
ameters. The effect of Inertia distributions on torsional divergence should 
be checked with particular thoroughness. 

The ultimate objective of torsional divergence calculations should always 
be a guide for more elaborate methods. When a relatively large number of 
torsional divergence calculations have defined flight conditions and con- 
figurations critical for blade torsional stiffness, a much smaller number 
of dynamic solutions can be used to check these critical regions. 

PERMISSIBLE ANALYTICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

In the following, the torsional divergence calculations and results will be 
reviewed with the objective of outlining useful analytical assumptions for 
such calculations. 

The results shown in Figures 2 through U  establish that the basic advance 
ratio versus torsional stiffness coefficient relationship is affected by 
practical variations in the aerodynamic root cutout, control stiffness 
ratio, and blade chordwise center-of-gravity position. The effects of these 
parameters are interrelated in such a way that no generally useful statement 
concerning negligible values, which will be suitable for all cases can be 
given. The effect of root cutout, for example, is more pronounced when the 
control stiffness ratio is low. 

Figures $ and 6 show that spanwise variations in chord and structural cut- 
out have moderately important effects. 
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Figure 7» on the other hand, shows that linear variations in torsional 
stiffness may be neglected in the simple torsional divergence calculation, 
if the value of stiffr.jss at the 75* radius is used to represent an equiv- 
alent blade with unifc nn stiffness. 

Figures 8 and 9 reflect variations in torsional mode shape consistent with 
quite extensive varlaMons in blade mass distributions. These cam be seen 
to produce rather small changes in calculated torsional divergence results, 
and the use of a unifcrm blade torsional mode shape will be adequate for 
most cases. This would not necessarily be true for even more extensive 
variations in modal properties, such as those appropriate to a weightless 
blade with tip mass.  It should be pointed out again that the effect of 
mass on torsional divergence is not logically consistent with the basic 
assumption of no inertial effects. Earlier work, however, has indicated 
that the correct trends appear to be produced by using the natural mode 
shape corresponding to the mass distribution in the static torsional diver- 
gence calculations. While a basic inconsistency is present from a strictly 
logical point of view, the use of torsional divergence calculations for 
rule-of-thumb purposes makes this practice reusonable, since the effect of 
mass distribution on torsional stress appears to be predicted with the 
desired accuracy. This characteristics of the torsional divergence calcu- 
lations should be checked with more elaborate analyses, as mentioned pre- 
viously. 

Figures 10 and 11 show that lift-curve slope corrections may be confined to 
the lift-curve slope at the 75* radius in the definition of torsional stiff- 
ness coefficient S* . This will be true if the spanwise variation is no 
more severe than that due to the Prandtl-Giauert correction for an advancing 
blade 75* radius Mach number of approximately 0.70. 

Figures 12 and 13 show that nonarticulated blades of conventional design 
will have calculated torsional divergence speeds close bo those for artic- 
ulated blades. This is confirmed by the Normal Mode Transient Analyses 
results shown in Figures 17, 21, 22, and 23. 

Figure lU  shows a large drop in torsional divergence advance ratio due to 
pitch-flap coupling, which was not reflected in the results of the Normal 
Mode Transient Analysis shown in Figures 17 and 20. The effects of 83 
should therefore be investigated with a more rigorous analysis. 

In addition to the above considerations, the independent effects of varia- 
tions in mass ratio  Mr  were found to be negligible. The effects of 
linear spanwise variation in chordwlse center-of-gravlty position were also 
small, if the position at the 75* radius was used to compare with the uni- 
form blade results. 

TORSIONAL DIVERGENCE PRELIMINARY DESIGN PROCEDURES 

The following paragraphs include recommendations as to the use of the tor- 
sional divergence charts In the preliminary design stages of new rotor 
syst< 
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It should be recognized that a complete outline of preliminary design pro- 
cedure is beyond the scope of this study. Examples of how information 
useful In preliminary design may be obtained from the charts are given. 
The designer should determine the specific studies to be made. Those 
studies must determine advantageous combinations Including not only required 
stiffness but also items such as weight« cost, and aerodynamic performance. 

The torslonal divergence charts can be used to define allowable relation- 
ships between torslonal stiffness, blade geometry and operating conditions. 
It can be expected that large torslonal stresses will arise if these re- 
lationships are exceeded significantly. 

It should be remembered that high torslonal stresses may arise for other 
reasons, even though the blade is satisfactory from the standpoint of tor- 
slonal divergence. The presence of classical or stall flutter, which may 
occur well below the torslonal divergence boundary, will also result in 
high torslonal stresses .  Excessive flapping motion may also result in 
large torslonal stresses, depending on the modal coupling present. Tor- 
slonal resonance with rotor orders must also be avoided. 

It must be assumed that certain parameters have been defined at the start 
of a preliminary design effort by the basic mission requirements and the 
resulting aerodynamic preliminary rotor design. In particular, it is 
assumed that rotor diameter, blade chord, aircraft forward velocity, rotor 
rotational speed, and air density are known or chosen. In preliminary 
design, it is recommended that Figures 2 through U be used. If the normal 
amounts of tip loss and structural root cutout are neglected, an appropriate 
■mount of conservatism will be introduced. 

With the quantities Just mentioned, the advance ratio is calculated, and 
Figures 2, 3* or U entered to find a required S» for the desired values 
of aerodynamic xoot cutout XM  . Then the definition of S*  given in 
Eq. (106) is used to find the torslonal stiffness GJQ  required. The 
lift-curve slope QQ is appropriate for the conditions at the 15% blade 
radius on the advancing or retreating blade. 

The above procedure can be carried out quickly for systematic variations 
in control stiffness ratio and center-of-gravity location by using the 
trade-off charts In Figure 3 and U. The blade weight for each combination 
of torslonal stiffness, control stiffness ratio, and center-of-gravity 
poaition can then be determined to find the minimum weight configuration 
for the given flight condition. 

Another possible procedure might begin with blade stiffness, chord, approx- 
imate lift-curve slope, and radius defined, so that variations in the 
quantity S, ( Rfl >*  are determined by air density and rotational tip 
speed. Then flight condition boundaries similar to those shown in Figures 
2$ through 28 can be determined for various values of altitude, root cut- 
out, or control stiffness ratios. This is done by choosing a list of ad- 
vance itios, determining the corresponding list of critical S* values 
from Figures 2, 3, or 1«, and then solving for rotational tip speed OR 
from the value of SutRfi)' , consistent with the assumed altitude. Note 
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that the altitude Is reflected in the value of air density. The exact Nach 
number and lift-curve slope will not be known until the boundary is deter- 
mined if this method is used; therefore, it may be desired to repeat the 
process with the lift-curve slope appropriate to the approximate Mach 
number for each of the advance ratio and rotational tip speed solutions. 

An alternate procedure to obtain flight condition boundaries, such as those 
described ir the preceding discussions, is based on the assumption of vari- 
ous advancing blade tip Mach numbers. This procedure permits the use of 
the correct lift-curve slope without need for trial and error, but It Is 
slightly more elaborate. This method is especially useful for the high 
advance ratio and high Mach number conditions. 

The advancing blade tip and 752 radius Mach numbers on the advancing and 
retreating blades eure given respectively by 

M,,M . ämpn cue) 
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When Eq.  (138) is used  in the definition of SR, 
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When the advancing blade tip Mach number    M,  te     and the value of advance 
ratio   ft     are defined, Eq.  (lUl) can be used to calculate a value of SR . 
The lift-curve slope at the 'T5% radius is used in this calculation.    The 
lift-curve slope is corrected for the Mach number at the 13% radius which 
is calculated by using Eq.  (139) or Eq.  (lUo)  for the advancing or retreat- 
ing blade respectively.    Thus, two curves of fi    versus    S»      are obtained, 
one for the retreating blade and one for the advancing blade if there is 
an aft center-of-gravity location.    These are plotted on the appropriate 
chart in Figure 2, and the intersection with the divergence boundaries is 
noted.    The same   fi    and      Mi.*»    intersection is then plotted on a rota- 
tional tip speed    fiR    versus forward speed iV)  chart to give a point on 
the flight condition boundary.    This is repeated for other values of Ml|90 
until a torsional divergence boundary is defined.    Other boundaries can be 
determined as desired by using a new value of the quantity 2GJ9/pC9

,& 
in Eq.  (1*1).    Obviously, changes in this group of parameters can come 
about because of variations  in torsional stiffness, air density, and blade 
area.    The effects of aerodynamic root cutout, control stiffness ratio, and 
center of gravity are considered by using the proper curves In Figure 2. 
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Approximate corrections for chcrd taper, structural cutout, inertia varia- 
tions and nonarticulation may be made if desired. This can be done by 
adding the appropriate Increment to S* , as Indicated at each value of 

fi    in Figures 5  through 10 and 12 and 13. 

A few procedures have been outlined above for the rapid definition of sat- 
isfactory relationships between blade torslonal stlflness and rotor per- 
formance objectives using the design charts presented. These should not 
be considered as restrictions, however, since other procedures will probably 
occur to various users. Detailed explanations of how the charts were ob- 
tained have been given to allow individual users to develop their own pro- 
cedures. The major restriction on the development of other procedures is 
that they be simple, rapid, and consistent with the approximate nature of 
the torslonal divergence concept for helicopter blades. In the later stages 
of design work, the more critical flight conditions must be reevaluated 
with more elaborate methods, including those for the prediction of forced 
blade motions and stresses, classical flutter, and stall flutter. 
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TABLE I. BASIC PROPERTIES OF ROTOR SYSTEM USED IN TORSIONAL DIVERGENCE 
STUDIES WITH THE NORMAL MODE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

It«m Symbol Value önlt       j 

Radius R 31.0 ft 

Number of Blades b 5 - 

Chord 0 1.52 ^ 

Flstwlss Stiffness BIP 1.56aclO* Ib-ft* 

1   Edgewise Stiffness «B 1.7lixloP Ib-ft* 

j   Torslonal Stiffness GJ 2.1*3x10* Ib-ft" 

Mass per Unit Length ■ .202 slugs/ft 

Flap-Lag Hinge Offset T .0339 

Tip Loss Factor B .97 
" 

Aorodynsmlc Hoot Cutout *<* .12 

Structural Hoot Cutout Xos .060 
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TABL?: II. ROTOR CONFIGURATIONS FOR 
THE NORMAL MODE TRANSIEIfl 

TORSIONAL DIVERGENCE 
' ANALYSIS 

STUDY WITH 

■                                                                                                          i 

Confifuntlon 
Hurt*r 

Artieulattd 
er 

Non«rtlculj<.«d 
1 
T 

T«i. 
T" 

Control 
Oyro 

Condition 

1 Artleulattd •001 ©•0 0,0 - 

2 Artiottliitvd .20 0.0 0.0 • 

3 ArilevltUd •001 1*0 0.0 - 

ti Artlcubtltd •001 0.0 -0$ - 

? Articulate •001 0.0 -.10 - 

6 Articulated •001 0.0 -.35 - 

7 Nonartlculated •001 - 0.0 nwd 

P Nonartlculated .001 - -.05 Fixed 

9 Nonerticulated .001 - -.10 Fixed 

10 Nonartlculated .001 - -.15 Fixed 

11 Nonartlculated .001 - 0.0 Acting 

1 1 
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1     TABLE III. FLIGHT CONDITIONS FOR TORSIONAL DIVERGENCE STUDY 
WITH NORMAL MCDE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

Condition 
j           Kvrtbor 

AdTtnco Ratio,ß Air D«nolty, , 
Slufo/ft1               | 

0.6 .«»378                   1 

uo .OfVJTS 

1.2 •wwe 

Uh .008378 

X.6 .002378 

6 !•!* .0015P5 

7 1.6 .001565 

!             8 1.8 .001585 
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TABLE IV.  CONFIGURATION AND FLIGHT CONDITION COMBINATIONS 
FOR TORSIONAL DIVERGENCE STUDY WITH THE NORMAL 
MODr. TRANSIENT ANALYSIS 

Conflgurctloo 
(TABLE IX) 

Condition 
(TABU HI) 

10 

11 

l,2.).M,6f7,8 

h%Jk 

MM 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

i 

U 
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1. The static torsional divergence boundary usually approximates a 
practical operating limit defined by a rapid rise in peak-to-peak 
torsional stress.    11)is approximation is valid for a useful number 
of blade parameters. 

2. Critical advance ratio for static torsional divergence is affected 
■cat strongly by blade elastic corsional stiffness, air density, 
lift-curve slope, rotational tip speed, chord, radius, chordvise 
center-of-gravity position, aerodynamic root cutout, control stiff- 
ness, and structural root cutout. 

j. The torsional divergence characteristics  for articulated and non- 
articulated blades of conventional stiffness are practically 
identical. 

1«. The basic parameters  for the study of static torsional divergence 
are the advance ratio   jx     and the torsional stiffness coefficient 
S.     . 

5. The use of the first natural vibration mode as a divergence mode 
is a good simplifVing aarjmption for static divergence calculations. 

ioa 



RECOMMENDATIONS 

The present static stability analysis is adequate for the rapid generation 
of approximate blade operating boundaries for a broad range of parameters 
and blade characteristics.    In order to predict the effects of pitch-flap 
coupling and inertia variations with greater confidence, a two-degree-of- 
freedom tors ion-flapping dynamic analysis shoulc1 be considered. 
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